ABSTRACT Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is the most commonly used density-based clustering algorithm but may not be sufficient when the input data type is heterogeneous in terms of textual description. When we aim to discover clusters of geo-tagged records relevant to a particular point of interest (POI) on social media, examining only one type of input data (e.g., the tweets relevant to a POI) may draw an incomplete picture of clusters due to noisy regions. To overcome this problem, we introduce DBSTexC, a newly defined density-based clustering algorithm using spatio-textual information on social media (e.g., Twitter). We first characterize the POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant geotagged tweets as the texts that include and do not include a POI name or its semantically coherent variations, respectively. By leveraging the proportion of the POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, the proposed algorithm demonstrates much higher clustering performance than the DBSCAN case in terms of F 1 score and its variants. While DBSTexC performs exactly as DBSCAN with the textually homogeneous inputs, it far outperforms DBSCAN with the textually heterogeneous inputs. Furthermore, to further improve the clustering quality by fully capturing the geographic distribution of geo-tagged points, we present fuzzy DBSTexC (F-DBSTexC), an extension of DBSTexC, which incorporates the notion of fuzzy clustering into the DBSTexC. We then demonstrate the consistent superiority of F-DBSTexC over the original DBSTexC via intensive experiments. The computational complexity of our algorithms is also analytically and numerically shown.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
Clustering is one of the prominent tasks in exploratory data mining, and a common technique for statistical data analysis. Cluster analysis refers to the partitioning of objects into a finite set of categories or clusters so that the objects in one cluster have high similarity but are clearly dissimilar to objects in other clusters [1] . Several different approaches to clustering have broadly been introduced in the literature. For example, algorithms such as K-means [2] and Clustering Large Applications based on Randomized Search (CLARANS) [3] were designed based on a partitioning approach; Gaussian mixture models [4] and
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COBWEB [5] belong to a model-based approach; Divisive Analysis (DIANA) [6] and Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH) [7] were developed based on a hierarchical approach; Statistical Information Grid (STING) [8] and Clustering in Quest (CLIQUE) [9] were designed as a grid-based approach; and Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [10] and Ordering Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) [11] are examples of a density-based approach.
Among those approaches, density-based clustering has been extensively studied to discover insights in geographic data [12] . Due to the fact that density-based clustering returns clusters of an arbitrary shape, is robust to noise, and does not require prior knowledge on the number of clusters, it is suitable for diverse nature-inspired applications [13] . For instance, through density-based clustering on geographic data, researchers are capable of finding clusters of restaurants in a city, clusters along roads and rivers, and so forth. Due to its robust performance and intuitive representation, DBSCAN stands out as the most frequently used density-based clustering algorithm. Variations of DBSCAN were also widely studied in [12] , [14] , and [15] .
Recently, owing to the popularity of online social networks (or equivalently, social media), the volume of spatio-textual data is rising drastically. Hundreds of millions of users on social media tend to share their geo-tagged media content such as photos, videos, musics, and texts. For example, when users visit a point-of-interest (POI), they are likely to check in, upload photos of their visit, or post geo-tagged textual data via social media to describe their individual idea, feeling or preference relevant to the POI. An example includes the case where more than five hundred million tweets are posted on Twitter [16] everyday, 1 and approximately 1% of them are geo-tagged [17] , which correspond to five million geo-tagged tweets everyday. As a result, there is a high demand for processing and making good use of spatio-textual information based on massive datasets of real-world social media. While there were several studies on the spatio-textual queries [18] - [21] , which are to find objects satisfying certain spatial and textual constraints, researches on spatio-textual data analysis by clustering [22] , [23] have not been closely and comprehensively carried out.
B. MOTIVATION AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
Our study is motivated by the insight that when we find clusters (or geographic regions) from geo-tagged records related to a certain POI on social media, DBSCAN [10] and its several variations [12] , [14] , [15] may not provide good clustering results. This comes from the fact that while the geographic region surrounding a POI generally comprises two types of heterogeneous geo-tags that include and do not include annotated keywords about the POI (defined as POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant geo-tags, respectively), DBSCAN uses only one type of input data (e.g., POI-relevant geo-tags) in the process of finding clusters. Therefore, although clusters found by DBSCAN seem to correctly discover groups of POI-relevant geo-tags on the surface, they also blindly include geographic regions which contain a large number of undesired POI-irrelevant geo-tags, thus leading to a poor clustering quality. Hence, in the case of such a heterogeneous input data type, the methodology of DBSCAN using only POI-relevant geo-tags may not be a complete solution to finding clusters. It is essential to perform clustering based on a textually heterogeneous input, including both POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant geo-tagged records, in order not only to find highly dense clusters of POI-relevant geo-tagged points but also to exclude the regions with a large number of POI-irrelevant points.
To this end, we introduce DBSTexC, a novel spatial clustering algorithm based on spatio-textual information on social 1 www.internetlivestats.com/ accessed on December 26, 2018. media such as Twitter [24] , [25] . 2 We first characterize POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant geo-tagged tweets as the texts that include and do not include a POI name or its semantically coherent variations, respectively. By judiciously considering the proportion of both POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, DBSTexC is shown to greatly improve the clustering quality in terms of F 1 score and its variants including a geographic factor, compared to that of DBSCAN. This gain comes due to the robust ability of DBSTexC that excludes noisy regions which contain a huge number of undesired POI-irrelevant tweets. Note that DBSTexC can be regarded as an extension of DBSCAN since it performs exactly as DBSCAN with the textually homogeneous inputs and far outperforms DBSCAN with the heterogeneous inputs.
It is worth noting that DBSTexC assumes the resulting clusters having strict boundaries, which however may not fully exploit the entire geographic features of the data. To further improve the clustering quality based on the observation that the geographic distribution of tweets is generally smooth and thus it is not clear which tweets should be grouped as clusters or be treated as noise, we present a fuzzy DBSTexC (F-DBSTexC) algorithm. F-DBSTexC relaxes the constraints on a point's neighborhood density by allowing an ambiguous tweet to belong to a cluster with a distinct membership degree. We empirically evaluate its performance by showing the superiority over the original DBSTexC in terms of our performance metric. This additional gain over the original DBSTexC comes from the fact that decision boundaries for clusters can be fuzzy. The runtime complexity of our two algorithms is also analytically shown, and our analysis is numerically validated. Our main contributions are five-fold and summarized as follows:
• We introduce DBSTexC, a new spatial clustering algorithm, which intelligently integrates the existing DBSCAN algorithm and the heterogeneous textual information to avoid geographic regions with a large number of POI-irrelevant geo-tagged posts in the resulting clusters.
• We show the evaluation performance of the proposed clustering algorithm in terms of F 1 score and its variants, while demonstrating its superiority over DBSCAN by up to about 60%.
• We also present the F-DBSTexC algorithm, an extension of DBSTexC, which incorporates the notion of fuzzy clustering into the DBSTexC framework, to fully capture the geographic distribution of tweets in various locations.
• We demonstrate the robust ability of F-DBSTexC that further improves the clustering quality via intensive experiments, compared to that of DBSTexC by up to about 27% for several POIs that are located especially in sparsely-populated areas. • We analytically and numerically show the computational complexity of our proposed algorithms when two different implementation approaches are employed. This paper is the first attempt to integrate the existing DBSCAN and the heterogeneous textual information, and thus our methodology sheds light on how to design highly-improved spatial clustering algorithms by leveraging spatio-textual information on social media.
C. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the prior work related to our research. Section III describes how to collect POIs and search for POI-relevant tweets. In Section IV, we present the proposed DBSTexC algorithm and empirically evaluate its performance. The computational complexity of our algorithm is analytically shown in Section V. Section VI introduces F-DBSTexC, an extended version of DBSTexC. Finally, Section VII summarizes the paper with some concluding remarks.
D. NOTATIONS
The list of all the notations used in our work is presented in Table 1 . Some notations will be more precisely defined as they appear in later sections of this paper.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Our clustering algorithm is related to four broad areas of research, namely traditional spatial clustering, spatio-textual similarity search, clustering based on spatial and non-spatial attributes, and fuzzy clustering.
A. SPATIAL CLUSTERING
A variety of spatial clustering algorithms have been developed in the literature. Several algorithms using a partitioning approach were introduced and widely utilized in [2] , [3] , and [26] . Even though such algorithms are useful for finding sphere-shaped clusters, they require prior knowledge on the number of clusters and thus are unable to find clusters of arbitrary shapes. Next, hierarchical clustering algorithms [6] , [7] can be further divided into two types based on the following clustering processes: the agglomerative (bottom-up) process and the divisive (top-down) process. Their strengths lie in the hierarchical relation among clusters and an easy interpretation. However, hierarchical clustering does not have well-defined termination criteria, and if some objects are mis-clustered during the growth of the hierarchy, then such objects will remain in a certain wrong cluster until the clustering process is terminated. In addition, from a density-based point of view, the DBSCAN algorithm [10] uses a series of density-connected points to form density-based clusters. Since DBSCAN does not require the number of clusters as an input parameter, and does not assume any underlying probability density behind the clusters, it can discover clusters of arbitrary shapes. As follow-up studies on DBSCAN, numerous algorithms have been developed as follows: GDB-SCAN [12] generalized DBSCAN by extending the notion of a neighborhood over the traditional -neighborhood and by using different measures to define the ''cardinality'' of the neighborhood; ST-DBSCAN [14] was designed by discovering clusters based on spatial and temporal attributes; HDBSCAN [15] was presented by generating a density-based clustering hierarchy and then extracting a set of significant clusters based on a measure of stability. Unlike the aforementioned studies, our work aims to integrate the existing DBSCAN and the heterogeneous textual information to avoid noisy regions having numerous POI-irrelevant geo-tags.
B. SPATIO-TEXTUAL SIMILARITY SEARCH
It is of paramount importance to find spatially and textually closest objects to query objects. To offer compelling solutions to this problem, several algorithms [18] - [21] were introduced. Particularly, a method to answer queries containing a location and a set of keywords was presented in [18] . Next, an indexing framework for processing top-k query that takes into account both spatial proximity and text relevancy was introduced in [19] . Although these algorithms study the spatio-textual distance between objects, they are inherently different from our proposed approach, which finds densitybased spatio-textual clusters using the textually heterogeneous input data type on social media such as Twitter.
C. CLUSTERING BASED ON SPATIAL AND NON-SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES
There have been recent studies on the use of spatial and nonspatial attributes to improve the clustering performance in various applications. Spectral clustering was applied in [27] to identify clusters among gang members based on both the observation of social interactions and the geographic locations of individuals. On the other hand, another clustering method was presented in [28] to discover clusters that are VOLUME 7, 2019 dense spatially and have high spatial correlation based on their non-spatial attributes.
D. FUZZY CLUSTERING
Most of fuzzy clustering algorithms were built upon the fuzzy c-means algorithm [29] - [31] . These algorithms integrate crisp clustering techniques and the theory of fuzzy sets so as to discover clusters whose objects belong to multiple clusters simultaneously with different degrees of membership [32] , [33] . However, fuzzy density-based clustering algorithms may or may not allow overlapping clusters. Fuzzy neighborhood DBSCAN (FN-DBSCAN) [34] was proposed by introducing the definition of the fuzzy neighborhood size along with various neighborhood membership functions to capture different neighborhood sensitivities. FDBSCAN [35] introduced fuzzy distance functions to express the similarity between two objects and integrated these functions into DBSCAN. Three extensions of DBSCAN were also presented in [36] , while producing clusters with distinct fuzzy and overlapping properties. A survey on popular fuzzy density-based clustering algorithms was presented in [37] .
III. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
We first explain how we acquire the Twitter data and choose POIs. Then, for every POI, we outline our approach to searching for POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant geo-tagged tweets.
A. COLLECTING TWITTER DATA
We utilize the Twitter Streaming Application Programming Interface (API) [38] , which is a widely popular tool to collect data from Twitter for various research purposes such as topic modeling, network analysis, and statistical content analysis. Streaming API returns tweets that match a query written by an API user. An interesting finding is that even if Twitter Streaming API returns at most a 1% sample of all the tweets created at a given moment, it gives an almost complete set of geo-tagged tweets despite sampling [17] .
The dataset that we use includes 946,801 geo-tagged records (i.e., tweets) collected from 132,342 Twitter users from May 31, 2016 to June 30, 2016 in the UK. We deleted the content objects that were generated by the users posting more than three times consecutively at the same exact location, as those were likely to be products of other services such as Tweetbot, TweetDeck, Twimight, and so forth. Moreover, we notice that each record consists of a number of attributes that can be distinguished by their associated field names. For data analysis, we select the following three attributes from the collected tweets:
• text: actual UTF-8 text of the tweet;
• lat: latitude of the location where the tweet was posted;
• lon: longitude of the location where the tweet was posted.
B. COLLECTING POIS
We select POIs as popular point locations which people may be interested in and are likely to visit. Moreover, for the geographic diversity, we choose POIs from both populous metropolitan areas and sparsely populated cities. The names of chosen POIs and their geographic regions are shown in Table 2 . Based on the UK gridded population dataset [39] , we are able to approximate the population as follows: the population density for the areas surrounding POIs in London, Edinburgh, and Oxford is >7,000/km 2 , <2,000/km 2 , and <1,000/km 2 , respectively.
C. SEARCHING POI-RELEVANT TWEETS
Since Twitter users tend to convey their interest in a POI by mentioning or tagging it in their tweets, we are able to collect all POI-relevant tweets by querying for keywords related to the POI in the text field of the collected tweets. However, when users type the actual terms of each POI in their tweets, they may misspell or implicitly mention the POI name. We thus implement a keyword-based search for semantically coherent variations of a POI, which would contain its shortened names, its informal names (if any), and so forth. 3 For a POI formed into a large geographic area, we include names of famous attractions inside the POI to increase the search accuracy. The list of search queries for four POIs shown in Table 2 is summarized in Table 3 . Therefore, the dataset can be divided into two subgroups of geotagged tweets that include and do not include the annotated POI keywords, which correspond to POI-relevant and POIirrelevant geo-tagged tweets, respectively.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To elaborate on the proposed methodology, we first present the important definitions and analysis that are essential to the design of our algorithm, and show the analysis that validates the correctness of our algorithm. Then, we elaborate on our DBSTexC algorithm.
A. DEFINITIONS
We start by introducing the definition of a query region. A query region is defined as a geographic area from which 3 Note that brown clustering can also be adopted to find semantically coherent variations of a POI, even if it is not taken into account in our study. we collect the geo-tagged tweets for a particular POI. We aim at finding both POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets inside the region. Nevertheless, since the relevance of information to the POI varies according to the geographic distance between the POI and the locations where the data are generated, tweets posted at locations far away from the POI are likely to have little or no textual description for the POI. We thus focus only on a region that contains almost all relevant tweets but omit the majority of irrelevant tweets that were posted geographically far from the POI, which would lead to a reduced computational complexity. Motivated by this observation, we define a query region as follows:
Definition 1 (Query Region): Given a POI, a query region is a circle whose center corresponds to the center point of the POI's administrative bounding box provided by Google Maps. The radius of the circle is then increased stepwise until Precision of the query region is lower than a threshold η, where η can be set appropriately based on POI types, which will specified in Section V-B. Here, Precision of the query region is the ratio of true positives (the number of POIrelevant tweets in the query region) to all predicted positives (the number of all retrieved geo-tagged tweets in the query region).
In Fig. 1 , we illustrate an example of the query region for Hyde Park. As shown in the figure, starting from the center of the POI, we continue on expanding the query region until the condition in Definition 1 is fulfilled.
Similarly as in DBSCAN [10] , we exploit the neighborhood of a point (See Definition 2) and a series of densityconnected points (See Definition 6) to find clusters. However, unlike DBSCAN, we present a new parameter N max to limit the number of POI-irrelevant tweets, resulting in an improved clustering quality. Hence, we can acquire a core point which has not only at least N min POI-relevant tweets but also at most N max POI-irrelevant tweets inside its neighborhood (See Definition 3). The result of DBSTexC, whose clusters are composed of connected neighborhoods of core points, would be expected to significantly outperform DBSCAN that uses only POI-relevant tweets, which is numerically shown in Section V.
Definition 2 ( -Neighborhood of a Point):
Let X and Y denote the sets of POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, respectively. For a point p ∈ X , the sets of -neighborhoods containing POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, denoted by X (p) and Y (p), are defined as the geo-tagged tweets within a scan circle centered at p with radius and are given by
respectively, where dist(p, q) is the geographic distance between coordinates p and q. Note that we focus on the -neighborhood only for POI-relevant tweets while neglecting the neighborhood of POI-irrelevant tweets, since our DBSTexC algorithm finds clusters based on a series of -neighborhoods of only POI-relevant tweets.
Definition 3 (Core Point):
A point p ∈ X is a core point if it fulfills the following condition:
B. ANALYSIS
The analytical part essentially follows the same line as that in [12] , but is modified so that it fits into our clustering framework. In this subsection, we present fundamental definitions that provide the basis for our DBSTexC algorithm to find clusters according to a density-based approach using spatio-textual information. Then, we analytically validate the correctness of our algorithm by introducing two lemmas.
Definition 4 (Directly Density-Reachable): A point p is directly density-reachable from a core point q with respect to (w.r.t.) , N min , and N max if
If point p is directly density-reachable from a point q and is a core point itself, then q is also directly densityreachable from p. Therefore, it is obvious that ''directly density-reachable'' is symmetric for pairs of core points.
Definition 5 (Density-Reachable): A point p is densityreachable from a point q w.r.t. , N min , and N max if there is a chain of points p 1 , · · · , p n , p 1 = q, and p n = p such that p i+1 is directly density-reachable from p i .
The density-reachable relation is not symmetric. For example, given a directly density-reachable chain as in Definition 5, the points p 1 , · · · , p n−1 are all core points. However, p n can be either a border point or a core point. If p n is a core point, then point p 1 is also symmetrically density-reachable from p n . Therefore, if the two points p and q are densityreachable from each other, then they are core points and belong to the same cluster.
Definition 6 (Density-Connected): A point p is densityconnected to a point q w.r.t. , N min , and N max if there is a point o such that both p and q are density-reachable from o w.r.t. , N min , and N max .
With the above six definitions, we are now ready to define a new notion of a cluster. In brief, a cluster (See Definition 7) VOLUME 7, 2019 is defined as a set of density-connected points. Noise points (See Definition 8) are defined as the set of points not belonging to any clusters.
Definition 7 (Cluster): Let T denote the dataset of all retrieved geo-tagged tweets. Then, a cluster C w.r.t. , N min , and N max is a non-empty subset of the dataset T satisfying the following conditions: 1) ∀p ∈ X and q ∈ T : if p ∈ C and q is density-reachable from p w.r.t. , N min , and N max , then q ∈ C. 2) ∀p, q ∈ C: p is density-connected to q w.r.t. , N min , and N max . Definition 8 (Noise): Let C 1 , · · · , C k be the clusters in the dataset T . Then, noise is defined as the set of points in T not belonging to any cluster C i , i.e., {p ∈ T |p / ∈ C i , ∀i}. Given the above eight definitions, our DBSTexC algorithm can then be intuitively stated as a two-step clustering algorithm using spatio-textual information. The first step is to choose an arbitrary POI-relevant tweet satisfying the core point condition as a seed. The second step is to retrieve all points that are density-reachable from the seed, thus obtaining the corresponding cluster containing the seed. To formally justify the credibility of our algorithm, we establish the following two lemmas. 
Therefore, to show that C = O, we need to prove that C ⊆ O. Let q be an arbitrary point in C. Since p ∈ C, q is densityconnected to p from Definition 7-2. It implies that there is a core point m ∈ C such that p and q are density-reachable from m (see Definition 6). However, p and m are both core points, which represents that p is density-reachable from m if and only if m is density-reachable from p. This shows that q is density-reachable from p, which indicates that q ∈ O. Therefore, it follows that
From (1) and (2), we finally have
which completes the proof of this lemma. 
Cluster C with all of its members 1: Add p i to the current cluster 2: for each point p j in the set X (p i ) do 3: if p j is not visited then 4: Mark p j as visited 5: [
if p j does not have a label then 10: Add p j to the current cluster for each point q j in the set Y (p i ) do 13: if q j is not visited then 14: Mark q j as visited 15: if q j does not have a label then 16: Add q j to the current cluster
C. DBSTEXC Algorithm
In this subsection, we describe our DBSTexC algorithm that makes use of both POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets. In the clustering process, DBSTexC starts with a random point p i in X (i.e., the set of POI-relevant tweets) for i ∈ {1, ..., |X |} and retrieves all points that are density-reachable from p i with respect to , N min , and N max (See Algorithm 1). If p i is a core point, then a cluster is formed and expanded until all points that belong to the cluster are included (See Algorithm 2). Otherwise, DBSTexC moves on to the next point in the set of POI-relevant tweets. In Algorithm 1, RangeQuery() in line 4 is a function that returns points in an -neighborhood, where it can be implemented using spatial access methods, i.e., R-trees and k-d trees. By searching for both POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant points along with two parameters N min and N max to determine whether to create a new cluster and/or expand the current cluster (see line 5 of Algorithm 1), our proposed algorithm effectively excludes noisy areas from its clusters.
In Algorithm 2, for every point p j ∈ X (p i ), we explore the -neighborhood of p j . If p j is a core point, then p j is added to the current cluster and the algorithm continues by appending its neighbors to the neighbor sets X (p i ) and Y (p i ). We repeat this process until all the points in the set X (p i ) are examined. Eventually, when the process is terminated, the points in the set Y (p i ) are included in our current cluster.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, to evaluate performance of the proposed DBSTexC algorithm in Section IV-C, we present our performance metric, illustrate experimental results, and analyze the overall average computational complexity.
A. PERFORMANCE METRIC
We choose the F 1 score as a key component of our performance metric, since it is a popular measure in machine learning and statistical analysis for a test's accuracy and thus can be a useful tool to assess the clustering quality. The In the process of discovering clusters from geo-tagged tweets relevant to a POI, the area covered by the clusters can be a matter of great interest, since several applications such as geo-marketing may desire a widespread geographic area. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 2 , we plot the F 1 score according to the area of the resulting clusters (in km 2 ) for four chosen POIs. One can observe that the highest F 1 score tends to be found when the area of the resulting clusters is very small. Therefore, although it is good to find clusters with the highest F 1 score, it is more preferred to considerably extend the area of the resulting clusters at the expense of a slightly reduced value of F 1 in some applications. To this end, we would like to formulate a following new performance metric expressed as the product of a power law in the area of the resulting clusters A (in km 2 ) normalized to the area of the query region, denoted byĀ = Area covered by the clusters Area of the query region , and the
where α ≥ 0 is the area exponent, which balances between different levels of geographic coverage. When α is small, clusters with almost the highest F 1 score are returned. As a special case, when α = 0, our performance metric becomes the F 1 score. On the other hand, as α increases, clusters covering a wide area are obtained at the cost of a reduced F 1 . Hence, given parameters for the two algorithms (i.e., ( , N min ) for DBSCAN and ( , N min , N max ) for DBSTexC), we are able to calculate the performance metric in (3) along with the corresponding F 1 score and the normalized areaĀ in each case.
B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We exhibit the experimental results for various values of α ≥ 0. In regard to the query region, for all chosen POIs, we assume that η = 0.07, which can also be set to other values to control the clustering quality constraint. For the VOLUME 7, 2019 parameter set ( , N min , N max ), since there is no well-known method to determine the best combination with respect to our performance metric in (3), we stepwise test the parameter combinations via exhaustive search. We summarize and compare the performance of both DBSTexC and DBSCAN for four POIs in Table 4 , where α ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. From the table, it is evident that DBSTexC consistently outperforms DBSCAN in terms of our performance metric in (3) by up to 60.09% for all four chosen POIs. The performance improvement is manifest especially for Hyde Park, which is one of the biggest and the most visited parks in London. In Figs. 3-6 , we illustrate the clustering results of DBSCAN and DBSTexC for the four POIs when α = 0.5. To emphasize the performance gap between the two algorithms, we depict the geographic cluster region with the distribution of POI-irrelevant tweets. From Fig. 3 , one can see that in the Hyde Park case, DBSTexC dramatically excludes a huge number of POIirrelevant tweets from its clusters, while covering a much bigger geographic area in comparison with DBSCAN. This highlights the robustness of DBSTexC to discover high-quality clusters in terms of the proposed performance metricĀ α F 1 .
On the other hand, for a special case where α = 0, we notice from Table 4 that the DBSTexC algorithm has almost the same performance as that of DBSCAN. While both algorithms are able to find clusters with the high F 1 score, it is revealed from Fig. 7 that the clusters cover remarkably small geographic areas, which do not provide any insight or useful information about the regions where people are interested in the POIs. As a result, to obtain high-quality clusters covering large geographic areas, it is needed to incorporate the area of clusters into the performance metric.
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
We hereby analyze the computational complexity of the DBSCAN and DBSTexC algorithms. The runtime complexity of both algorithms is calculated as the input size (the number of tweets) times the basic operation -neighborhood query (range query), which indeed dominates the complexity.
In the case of DBSTexC, from Algorithms 1 and 2, we can clearly see that the RangeQuery() function is invoked only for POI-relevant tweets that have not yet been visited, and the DBSTexC algorithm will visit every POI-relevant tweet in the dataset once. Therefore, we execute exactly one range query for every POI-relevant tweet in the dataset. For analysis, let Q denote the complexity of the function range query, and n and m denote the number of POI-relevant and irrelevant tweets, respectively. It then follows that the complexity is expressed as O(n · Q). Based on how the function RangeQuery() is implemented, its complexity analysis can be divided into the following two cases:
• If the range query is implemented using a linear scan,
, where D indicates the cost of computing the distance between two points. Because each geo-tagged tweet in our dataset has a twodimensional coordinate and is represented by a 64-bit data type in the database, the cost D can be treated as a constant, independent of n and m. Hence, the complexity of the range query and DBSTexC are O(n + m) and O(n 2 + nm), respectively.
• If the range query is implemented using a spatial index, then we can calculate the worst-case runtime complexity by analyzing both the cost of building the index and the worst-case complexity of the function RangeQuery() used along with the spatial index. For example, for a twodimensional tree, the worst-case complexity of RangeQuery() is O(n + m), and the cost of building a twodimensional tree from n + m geo-tagged points is VOLUME 7, 2019 where the last equality holds under the assumption that m = n β for β ≥ 1. Therefore, it follows that the time complexity of DBSTexC is O(n · (n + m) + (n + m) · log n) = O(n 2 + nm). For the DBSCAN algorithm, it has recently been proved in [40] that the worst-case complexity is O(n · Q). Based on the arguments above, when the range query is implemented using a linear scan, the complexity becomes O(n 2 · D) = O(n 2 ). On the contrary, if the range query is accelerated using a spatial index such as a two-dimensional tree, the worstcase runtime complexity of DBSCAN is O(n 2 ) since it takes O(n log n) to build the tree from n geo-tagged points and the range query has the worst-case complexity of O(n).
To summarize the aforementioned analysis, the worst-case time complexity of DBSTexC and DBSCAN is O(n 2 + nm) and O(n 2 ), respectively. If we focus on a region where m = c · n for a constant c > 0, then the complexity of DBSTexC is O(n 2 ). In the other region where m = n β for β > 1, the complexity of DBSTexC is O(n 1+β ).
To numerically validate our complexity analysis, we first plot the number of tweets according to different radii of the query region. From Fig. 8 , we observe a common trend that the numbers of POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, denoted by n and m, respectively, increase with the increasing radius of the query region. However, their rates of growth are different; up to a certain radius of the query region, the numbers of POI-relevant and the POI-irrelevant tweets grow at a similar rate, but beyond such a radius (depicted in the figure with a red star), the number of POI-irrelevant tweets grows faster than the number of POI-relevant tweets. This observation is basically consistent with our prior assumption: there is a region where the number of POI-irrelevant tweets is a constant times the number of POI-relevant tweets, having the complexity of O(n 2 ) for DBSTexC; and there is another region where the rate of growth of the number of POI-irrelevant tweets is higher than that of the POI-relevant tweets, having the complexity of O(n 1+β ) for β > 1 for DBSTexC.
We further validate our complexity analysis by plotting the actual runtime complexity of the DBSTexC and DBSCAN algorithms for the worst case. It is easily seen that the worst case takes place when the parameters of DBSTexC and DBSCAN are set to extreme values corresponding to ( , N min ) = (radius of the query region, 1) for DBSCAN and ( , N min , N max ) = (radius of the query region, 1, total number of POI-irrelevant tweets) for DBSTexC. Under this parameter setting, Fig. 9 numerically shows the runtime complexity of the DBSTexC and DBSCAN algorithms in log-log scale according to four different POIs. From Fig. 9 , we clearly see that up to a certain value of the number of geo-tagged tweets, DBSTexC and DBSCAN have a similar rate of growth maintaining a constant gap between these two. Beyond the point (depicted in the figure with a red star), the runtime complexity of DBSTexC is higher than that of DBSCAN. Compared with Fig. 8 , these transition points exactly match the ones dividing our query region into two sub-regions corresponding to m = c·n for a constant c and m = n β for β > 1. Therefore, from Figs. 8 and 9, it is possible to adequately substantiate our analysis on the complexity of the DBSTexC and DBSCAN algorithms.
VI. EXTENSION TO F-DBSTEXC
Thus far, the DBSTexC algorithm has been designed by finding clusters with strict boundaries. For further analysis, we study the geographic distribution of tweets (i.e., two-dimensional coordinates) by using the sorted k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) distance plot, which shows the distance from geo-tagged points to their k-nearest neighbors sorted in ascending order. If there exists a sudden and sharp increase in the distances between geo-tagged points, then it indicates that clusters and noise points are clearly separated. On the other hand, if we observe a smooth increase in the distances between tweets, then it may not be clear which tweets should be grouped as clusters and which tweets should be treated as noise. In other words, decision boundaries for clusters would be fuzzy. In Fig. 10 , the k-NN distance for the four POIs is plotted when k = 4. From the figure, we observe that the geographic distribution of tweets is generally smooth. For this reason, using crisp boundaries to separate clusters may not exploit the entire geographic features of the data.
To overcome this problem, we hereby propose an extension of DBSTexC, called Fuzzy DBSTexC (F-DBSTexC), which incorporates the notion of fuzzy clustering into DBSTexC with a view to fully capturing the geographic characteristics of tweets that tend to be smoothly distributed in space.
A. F-DBSTEXC Algorithm
To design a new algorithm with the notion of fuzzy clustering, we relax the constraints on a point's neighborhood density. That is, we replace the parameters N min and N max by two new sets of parameters (N min 1 , N min 2 ) and (N max 1 , N max 2 ) , respectively, which specify the soft constraints on a point's neighborhood density. For example, in an -neighborhood of a POI-relevant tweet, if the number of POI-relevant tweets is larger than N min 1 and the number of POI-irrelevant tweets is smaller than N max 2 , then a fuzzy neighborhood is generated. To determine the neighborhood cardinality, we introduce monotonically non-decreasing membership functions J Re (p) and J Irre (p) for the POI-relevant tweets and POI-irrelevant tweets, respectively, as follows [36] : 4 
J Re
where |X (p)| and |Y (p)| denote the number of POI-relevant and POI-irrelevant tweets, respectively, in a neighborhood of point p. These membership functions in (4) and (5) quantify the level of ''fuzziness'' of a point with respect to clustering. The higher the value of those functions is, the more certain that a point belongs to a cluster. The final cardinality of the -neighborhood of a point p, µ p , is then given by 5
Based on this notation, the definition of a core point in Definition 3 is revised as below.
Definition 9 (Core Point): A point p ∈ X is a core point if it fulfills the following condition:
Next, the F-DBSTexC algorithm is specified in Algorithms 3 and 4. Compared to the original DBSTexC, modified parts correspond to line 5 of Algorithm 3 and line 6 of Algorithm 3 F-DBSTexC (X ,Y, , N min 1 , N min 2 , N if p i is not visited then 3: Mark p i as visited 4: [
Cluster C with all of its members 1: Add p i to the current cluster with fuzzy score µ p i 2: for each point p j in the set X (p i ) do 3: if p j is not visited then 4: Mark p j as visited 5: [
Add p j to the current cluster with fuzzy score µ p j 10: if p j does not have a label then 11: Add p j to the current cluster 12: if |Y (p i )| = 0 then 13: for each point q j in the set Y (p i ) do 14: if q j is not visited then 15: Mark q j as visited 16: if q j does not have a label then 17: Add q j to the current cluster Algorithm 4, which serve to relax the constraints on a point's neighborhood density. The F-DBSTexC algorithm adds points to the clusters with their distinct fuzzy score µ p , as expressed in line 9 of Algorithm 4.
B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We summarize the experimental results in Table 5 according to different values of α ≥ 0. Similarly as in the original DBSTexC case, for the parameter set ( , N min 1 , N min 2 , N max 1 , N max 2 ) , we stepwise test the parameter combinations via exhaustive search. From the table, one can make the following insightful observations:
• The clustering quality of F-DBSTexC is higher than or at least equal to that of DBSTexC for all chosen POIs, showing the performance gain over DBSTexC by up to 27.33%. • Although F-DBSTexC has slightly better performance than that of DBSTexC for the two POIs located in London (i.e., Hyde Park and Regent's Park), it remarkably outperforms DBSTexC for POIs in smaller cities such as University of Oxford and Edinburgh Castle. The first observation can be easily understood because F-DBSTexC is a fuzzy extension of DBSTexC; therefore, its performance is guaranteed to be at least as good as that of DBSTexC. On the other hand, the second observation may not be straightforward. We scrutinize the geographic distribution of tweets in various locations and notice that in general, POIs in crowded cities like London are surrounded by a significant number of POI-irrelevant tweets. As a result, further extension of the area covered by the clusters would not be beneficial. However, for POIs in smaller cities such as Oxford and Edinburgh, the geographic distribution of POIirrelevant tweets around a POI tends to be much more sparse, enabling fuzzy extension of DBSTexC to work effectively. This remark highlights our proposition that F-DBSTexC is a dynamic extension of DBSTexC, allowing DBSTexC to apply in different situations with diverse types of POIs.
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Compared to DBSTexC, F-DBSTexC relaxes the constraints on a point's neighborhood density. However, the computational complexity of F-DBSTexC is still dominated by the function RangeQuery(), and F-DBSTexC invokes the function exactly once for every POI-relevant data point. Therefore, the computational complexity of F-DBSTexC is of the same order as that of DBSTexC, which is O(n 2 +nm). More specifically, the complexity of F-DBSTexC is O(n 2 ) in a region where m = c × n for a constant c, and it follows O(n 1+β ) in another region where m = n β for β > 1.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As an extended version of DBSCAN, we introduced DBSTexC, a new spatial clustering algorithm that further leverages textual information on Twitter, composed of n POI-relevant tweets and m POI-irrelevant tweets. The algorithm is beneficial when we aim to find clusters from geotagged tweets which are heterogeneous in terms of textual description since DBSTexC effectively excludes regions containing a huge number of undesired POI-irrelevant tweets. The computational complexity of DBSTexC was shown to be O(n 2 ) in a region where m = c · n for a constant c > 0, and O(n 1+β ) in the other region where m = n β for β > 1. We demonstrated the performance of DBSTexC to be far superior to that of DBSCAN in terms of our performance metricĀ α F 1 , where α ≥ 0 is the area exponent. As a further extension, we introduced F-DBSTexC, which incorporates the notion of fuzzy clustering into DBSTexC. By fully capturing their geographic features, the F-DBSTexC algorithm was shown to outperform the original DBSTexC for the POIs located especially in sparsely-populated cities. The design methodology that DBSTexC and F-DBSTexC provide takes an important step towards a better understanding of jointly utilizing spatial and textual information in designing densitybased clustering and towards a broad range of applications from geo-marketing to location-based services such as geotargeting, geo-fencing, and Beacons.
